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Easy to read and understand for anyone new to this technology, this is the most comprehensive
and practical guide for newbies to crypto-currency. If you have ever find out about Bitcoin and

crypto-currency, then you are going to want this A-Z beginner's guide to understanding the entire
Bitcoin phenomenon. Also designed for Kindle for e-book readers! In this publication, the reader

will learn:- the origins and make use of for crypto-currency- what currencies are available for
investment- how to setup an accounts to buy into coins - potential taxes to consider with crypto-
currencies - how exactly to protect your coins and setup a hardware wallet - how exactly to mine
crypto-coins - what the forecast for the crypto-market appears like - important information and

current events which have shaped the marketplace - ways to make higher returns when
compared to a typical savings account Most of all, this book is made to be enjoyable, easy to
read and provide insight into becoming a sober investor in a market that has dramatic swings
almost weekly. This is the book for you personally. Do you want to know what the future may

hold? Are you someone that tries to remain current in technology?
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Great step-by-step guide how exactly to invest into crypto ... Great step-by-step guide how to
invest into crypto currencies sometimes for non-techies. Just what I was looking for. Author
explains everything Five Stars Great Book!
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